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The objectifs of the thesis
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Hardware
Compare different relevant charger architectures for EV.
Identify the used power converters.
Describe the performances bounds imposed by the different hardware choises.
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The Controled process -The charging of Electrical
Cars(EVs)

I
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An SSA model for the Chameleon charger
Harmonic model (GSSA ) of a PFC (power factor correction ) power converter
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xk (t)ejkwt where

Modelling
Model the power converters using establised methods(Averaging methods(SSA) , Fourrier
analysis(GSSA) , PWA modelling , Hybrid ,Reduced order ).
Validate the fidelity of the models against results of reel trials on the hardware.
Quantify the fidelity of each modelling approach .
Propose a hardware dimensioning schema based on harmonic analysis of power converters
(GSSA) .
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Modeling
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Validation of the models agains sytems created in Simpower .
Symbolic synthesis of models using Matlab Symbolic toolbox .

Control
Synthesise a charger functional requirements document (Cdc).
Propose Cdc suitable control laws .
Validate the proposed laws on the real system .

Control
I

Charger functional requirements document containig :
The electric distribution network constrains(especially harmonic polution) .
The bounds of variations of charges for power converters( depending on the battery type ) .
The desired efficiencies of the charger (depending of the functioning conditions).

Hardware description

I

Retained architectures:
I Non-isolated triphased integrated charger (Chameleon).
I Isolated triphased charger based on the Vienna power converter.
Quantification of the hardware performance bounds via:
I The performance in power conversion .
I The losses.
I The functional security.
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DQ control for the one-phase version of Chameleon charger .
Resonant control for the PFC converter (one phase so far ).
Feedforward control for the PFC converter based on his harmonic model .

Near future work and perspectives
I
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Create a generic automatic modeling tool.
Propose a H∞ control schema.
Implement a non-linear control based on the immersion theory .
Implement a non-linear high gain observer for sensoreless control .

